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1/4ABSTRACT

Tutore' perceptions of their supervisor/leader in the
Academic Skills/Learning Resources Center at Bowie State College, were
surveyed. Twenty'tutors employed by the center through the. Special
Services for Disadvantaged Students project were administered the
Leadet.Effectiveness and Adaptability Descriptionsquestionnaire
developed by Hersey and Blanchard..The center provides tutorial,
learning skills, counseling, and. cultural services to low' income

r and /or handica students. Ten of the tutors had only been employod
for 10 weeks, Tile 10 had been employed for 2 or more semesters..
'There was a difference in the evaluation of the supervisor byvniw and
old tutors. Old tutors perceived the supervisor/leader's style as

that
effective than did -new tutors. The results support the notion,

."-That the employee'.a view of the supervisor is more conststent with
theLsupervisor/leadeespelf-evaluation than is the perdeption of the,
supervisor in new super*Isor-employee relationShips. The responses of
both new and old employees to each questionnaire item pre indicated.
The questionnaire consists of 12 situations and 4 possible actions by
the Wader. The respondent circles the alternative that best
describes the behavior of the groUp's leader. (SW)
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Statement of the Problem

1,

Evaluation is generally believed to ibe_omeddirectional; ,ic.,.the

supervisor/leader evaluates the employee.. This paper proposes to examine

evaluation from a different perspective; 'ie., the employee's view and

evaluation of the supervisor/leader.' The employee's view of fhe.super.

visor/leider,can be influenced .by the sivation (Fiedler, 1973), the

maturity level of the employee (Hershey and Blanchard, 1973), the attitude

. of the supervisor/leader (Blake and Mouton, 1964) and the superVisor/leader's

style (Fiedler, 1987i Ashour, 1973; and, Tannenbaum:and Schmitt, 1973.)

. The problem of open and honest assessment,,of the supervisor/leader

;by the employee can be approached from therstand point of improvemefit within

the organization. For Likert (Rush-1969), the addition of the good super-.

visor/leader increases the pverail effectiveness of the organization whereas

the addition of a poor supervisor/leader decreases the overall effectiveness

lk of the orgintzetion. The employees who work for the supervisor /leader can

-directly impacron the organizationesteffectiveniss by fairly appraising- the'

supervisor/leader: Employee evaluation of the supervisor is a earticipetory

appt;oach to management and systems organization. (Schreisheim and Keri.,

1977.)

With'the improvement of the organization in mind, the supervisor who

wants honest, open feedback can solicit the andilymous completion of a stand-
4

ardized survey to protect the employee and to receive feedback. This paper

presents the results of a survey of tutors' perceptions of thtirsupervisor/

leader in the Academic Skills /Learning Resources Center at Bowie State College.

The Leader' Effectiveness and Adaptability Description (L.E.A.D.i question ire

developed by Hersey and Blanchard 6973) was the standardized survey in-

strument used.
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II. Hypotheses

The Academic Skillsftearning.Resources Center is the Special Services

for Disadvantaged Students project it Bowie State College. The Center

provides tutorial, learning skills, counseling and culturalserviees to
two hundred (200) first generation college, low income an*or handicapped .

4

students. During tlItfall 1983 semester, twenty (20) tutors were r oyed

on a part-time (10 hours per week) or a full-time (20 hours per week) basis,

n of the tutors are new employees. Ten of the tutors worked for two or

more emesters with the supervisor.

hesis fl: There will be acliiference in the evaltiation of the

supervisor b new Venus old employees.

The supervisor's self-evaluation is more consistent
Hypothesis

with e old emplo evaluationF than with the new employees' evaluation.

(That is, in relattbnOrps which have been developed over time, the employee's

view of the uperyisor s more consistent with the supervisor's view of her-

'self than the rception f the supervisor in new supervisoremployee relation-

O

ships.)

III. Review of the \Literaitile

A number of theorists have ex ored leidership evaluation within their

theoretical models. The theories of hake and Mouton (1964), Fiedler (190,,/-

1973), Likert (Rush, 1969) and Hersey and Bianchard'(1977) will be presented

in detail to document the various ways the supervisor as leader can be

viewed and evaluate(

Blake and Mouton

Blake and Mouton (1964).present their theciry as a Managerial 61d.

The grid has.two leadership style variables; Concern for Production and
a

Concern for People. Concern for Production is described as the leader's

assumption toward an, emphasis on accompllisbment 'of the organizational task.

I
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Cor4ern for peOple is a measure of a leader'sassumption rd the em-

-Oasis placid on interpersonal relations among people in--.-the organization.

There are-five intersections on the grid thit relate tO'leadershib style:

Improvers shed leadership stile:

Minimum influence is exerted in interaction with others. Little concern

for production or people'is expressed. Most activities performed are rou-

r

- Task - oriented' leadership stile.

Good relations are incidental to high production goalS-by\focusing on the

planning, direction, and controlling of,all activities.

- Balanced leadership style

The aims is a balance between high productivity and good human relations:

The leader strives to find tkia middle ground; so as to have reasonable

- production with good morale.

- Relationship- oriented leadership style

Production is incidentail to good human relations. The supervisor focuses
ow

on the development of haOrlonious group relations so that work organization

is pleasant.

4"

- Integrated leadership style

Production is achieved by the inteOrationW task and human relationship

requirements. The 'supervisor's major responsibility is to attain effec-

tive production and high morale through the participation and involifement

Allof people in aeteam appreoch.dr For Blake and Mouton, the Integrated style

of leadership is best. They believe that the leader's attitudes guide

behavior. Blake and Mouton say that 69-75% of leaders evaluate themselves

as having an Integrated stxle before trainlpg. Blake and Mouton's leader-
,

ship Grid is included. The;e'grid charts Concern for Production along the

X-axis and 'Concern for People along the Y-axis. The scores range from 1-9

(see the Grid diagram in the Appendix).
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Fiedler

For Fiedler, the organization's, effectiveness depends on the inter-
.

action between the leader's personality and the situation. ThelftWer's

motivational structure should pe matched with the degree to which the

situation gave the leader control and influence over the outcome of his

decisions. The leadirmust fit the situation.,

Fiedler describes the need structure of the leader as "leaderihip

styles": Leadership style.is an aspect of the leader's personality.

Style is difficult, if not -Impossible, to change. (Fiedler, 1973)

Certain types of leaders perform best in certain situations: Groups

led by task motivated leaders tend to be more effective in situations

which are highlr favorable or highly Unfavorable to the leader. Task

motivated.leaders are also more effective in 'situations where control and

influence are either very high or relatively low. 1TP!-relationship motive-

ted leaders are effective in situations Were their control an influence

is moderate. For Fiedler, the leader's style is matcheito the situation.
4

He doesn't believOthat training is effective in changing,the style of the.

leader (Fiedler, 1967.)

V.

Astlour was critical of the task oriented leadership scores and their 0

interpretation. (Ashour, 1973). Schreishem and Kerr (1976) confirmed

Ashour's findings and reiterated his comments.

Likert

r4.

likert 'relates the leadership process as an organizational varikble

to the'extent to which superiors have cofidence and trust in their employees.

1

He also relates leadership process to the freedom subordinates feel they

A have in openly discussing things about their jobs. He also relates the

leadership process to the solicitation and use of esployees' ideas by

the leader.= The systems of organization are authoritative and participa-

7
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tive. Likert's Organizatidnal and Perforniance Chfrac risiici`of Differ-
,

ent Management Systems Based on a Comparative Andlysis. lithin Likert's

system, the-Participative group, the leadership process reflects confidence

and trust in the subordinates. Subordinates are free and open to express

their opinions and ideas and offer suggestions to th! supervisor. ihis
f $

participative *Kiel is in direct Opposition to the exploitive authorita-
, , . .f ..,& 4 i

Aive model' (System 1) ils which subordinates seldommake.Oggeitions or
. 7 s,o ,

express,opinionsibecause of the lack of trust and ltck cr4 cOnfidence in
.

4 /the supervisor/Teader.

Likert also assesses the motivational forces, communication processes,

interactioninfluence process, decision- making processes, goal setting and,

control in the authoritative and participative systemi. Extribit 3 in the

Appendix cites the characteristic of each organizational variable within

the exploitive authObilitative, benevolent authoritative, consultative and

participative group systems of organizitions The style of the organiza-

tionalk'system, according to Fiedler, should fit, the styld of the leader.

This writer believes the style of the organization must also fit the ew

'plO)ee.

Likert's model is one which most readers can identify with-and apply.

The language and descriptord are plain and easy to ,rderstand.

41

4!41*)

Hershey and Blanchard develOped the Leader Effectiveness and Adapta-

bility; Description (L.E.A.D.) which is a standardized instrument which

measures the leader's style, as perceived by others. Twelve situations

are described and four"possible actions by the leader are described. The

employee must circle the alteinative which best describes the behavior of

the leader of his gfoup.<The instrument plots directive versus supportive"

behavior in terms of the task and the relationship between employee and

Hersey and Blanchard
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supervisor/leader. ..

11

According to Hersey and,Blanchard, th successful leade0 can adapt .

behavior to the organizational situation. n other words, the leader.

can change to fit the situation (unlike Tisk and relationship,

for Hersey and.Blanchare, are not mutuilly,excluiive but can and do occur

at the same or different level,s0

0

The theory is based on, a dynanis among: (1) theimount of task

behavior a leader provides; (2) the'amount of relaticmihip behavior ex-

tended by the leader; and 10 the "maturity* level that followers exhibit

( on the task the leader hopes to accouplistuthrough.the employee. Asthe

employee becomes more tompetent at the 'task, the, upervisor/employeelin

reduce his task behavior and increase hs relationship behavior. Further -

more, as the employee is rewarded by doing a good job and,receiv4ng posi-

tive stroking, hL/her -" need forhighe0Otional support f'rom the

supervilor/leader is reduced.

Hershey andAllanthairs questionnaire is used 16)p...current study.
. .

It will be discussed developed and analyzed further in the Methodology

section.
a

IV. Terms to be defined

7ITROsher an urple, 1972, p.31 is the person whose task is to teach

"...teachers how to teach...and professional leadership in reformulating

public education...its cuOriculum, its teaching and its forms."

Evaluation (Howard, 1983) is the process of securing valid, reliable,

and applicable information about programs, program structure, processes,

outcomes and impacts.

Maturity (Hersey and Blanchard 1977) is the capacity to set.high

yet attainable goals, willingness and responsibility, education and/or

experience of an individual or a group.

9



Task Behavior (Hersey and Blanchard, 1977) is the extent to which

a leader engages in one-way communication by explaining" what each follower

is to do as well as when, where, and how tasks are to be accomplished.

Relationship Behavior (Hersey and. Blanchard, 1977) is the extent to

which a leader engages in two-wey communication by providing sociO-econo

omical support, "psychological strokes', and facilitatjpg

High Task/Low Relation'shia Leader Behavior (SI) (Hersey and Blanchard'.

101) is referred to as 'telling' because this style is characieC4ed. by

one-way communication in which the supervigor/leader defines the roles of

followers and then tells them what, how, wheat and where to do various tasks.

High Task/High Relationship/Behavior (52) (Hersey and Blanchak, 1917)

is referred to as 'selling" because with this style post of the direction .

is still p;O3Oded by the leader. He or she also attempts through two w-lay

communication and sacio-emotional support to get the follower(s) psycholo-'. .

gically to ,buy in to decision's that have.to be made.

High-Relationship/Low Task Behavior (S3) (Hersey and Blanchard, 1977)

is called 'participating' because with this style the leader and follower(s)

now share in decision making through two-way communication and much facili-

tating behavior from the leader since the follower(s) have the ability

and knowledge to'do the task.

Low Relationship/Low Task Behavior (S4) (Hersey and Blanchard, 1977)

fi labelled"delegating" because the style involves letting follow "run

their own show ". The leader delegates. since the follower(s) are high in

maturitylibeidg both willing and able to take responsibility for directing

their own behavior.

V. Methodology

During the 10th week of the semester, twenty (20) tutors employed

in the Acdemic Skills/Learning Resources Center (AS /LRC), Bowie State

10



College's Special, Services Disadvantaged Students (.ssos) project.

were administered the Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability Description

L.E.A.D,) questionnaire (.see Appendtx)' developed by Hersey and Blanchard

in 1973. Ten of the tutors are new employees, i.e., were employed for

ten weeks at the time the survey instrument was admiiiistered. Ten of

the tutors are old employees; i.e., were employed for 2 or more seftsters

at the title the survey instrument was administered. All forms -were

-completed and returned anonymously. New employee qattionnaire forms

had an N markeid in the upper right hand corner.. Frequency distributions

( were compiled for new end old employees on each item. The following
.

Specific responses Mere recorded for each situation listed.

Survey

Situation #1:-Subordinates are not responding lately tl,this leader's

friendly conversation and obvious concern for their welfare. Their

performake is declining rapidly,

Alternatiires:This leader would:

A, emphasize the use of uniform procedures and the necessity for task
accomplishment.

Raw# ---11 %

rew:5 '237
Old:7 35
.Total:12 60

.

B, be available for discussion but would not push his involvement.

IV /oliretZ1 --5-
Old:0 0

..
,

Totala 5

C, talk with subordinates and then set goals.
i Rawi . %

irew:3 IT .

Old:3 15" .

.

. 4 Total :6 30 ..

f



d. intentionally not intervene.

Rawf

Old:0
Total :l 5

lituationf2: The abservable performance of this leader's group isincreaiing.- The leader has been making. sure that all-members were
aware of their responsifillities aid expected stnadards of-perform7nce.
Alternatives: This leader would:
A. engage in friendly interaction, but continue to-make sure all
members are aware of their responsibilities and expected standards

f of performance.
Rawf
rei714 "IlD

Old:6 30
-Total 10 50

B, take no definite-action.

Rawl
Falb .

Old:0
Total:0 0

C. do what could he done to make the group feel important and. involved.
Raw#

ear: 25
20

Total:2 "45

D, emphastze the importance of deadlines and tasks.
Rai %
eiM1 --r
Old:0 .0

Total:1 5

Situation #3 :This leader's group is unable to solve a problem. The
leader has normally.left the group alone. Group performance and inter-
personal relations have been good,
Alternatives: This leader would:
A. work with the group and together to engage in problem solving.

Raw#
2' -111

Old:5 25

Total:7 35
B. let the group work it out.

Raw)!

WiTo
Old:0

.
a Total:0

C. act: quickly and firmly to correct and redirect.
Raw# % .

MiT6 71U
Old:3. 15

ir 'Total:9 45

e group to work on problem and be :supportive of .their Works.
Raw# % .

2 iF
Old:2 . 10

Total:4 . 20
Situationf4 This leader is considering a change. The'leader's
Subordinates baveFa fine record of accomplishment. They respect the

-.12

a



I .
, ...

-need forachange.
Alterhatives: This 'leader would:
A. allow group involvement in developing-the change, but would notbe too directive. . ,

,
. . iffs

Wirs:26 4

.

Qld:3 15 . . .

Total:5
. 25 .4

B. announce changes anethen implient with closOuperielsron. .

Rawf - -%
. F. liiT3 Tr 4.,

011
' 5. To al:4 20

lilt C. allow group to formulate its own direction.
Raw#

2.
4 . V

f

'01 3 H. , .15A
Total:5 . 25

,

.
ts

0.incorporate group recommendations but directothe change. ....,

Raid' ' 5
Ile.71.1 a 7

73 )
Old;3 15 *

Total:6 30 ,

SitUa 5: The performance of this leader's group has been dropping
ditring.t,,- Test few months,- Mlimbers have been unconcerned with meeting
objectilves. Redefining roles and responsibilities has helped in thepast, They have continually needed remindfhg to have tbei$ tasks doneon time, ,

-

-Alternatives:Ibis leaOer mould:
71411-ow-group't0 formulate its own direction. r

Rawl % -

11W;0
.01ditt___/ 0 .

...."

... . Tote to - 0
1L incorporate group recommendations, but see that objectives are met.

i....,c,,

liiTO Ir-
.

Old:3 . 15 _ .

.' Total:4 -' 15
.

C. redefines roles and responsibliftiei and-supervises carefully,
p. Raw. %

liiTla- mr
codtv. , 30 1

Total :16 80 i

Deallow group involvement in determining roles av responsibilities., ,-

Rawl -. %
liiTP -
Old;1 5 ,
-Total:1 5 /

iituation#61 This leader stepped into agoefficiently runorganiiation. Theprevious administrator tightly controlled the situation, The leaderwants to maintain a productive situation, but would like to begin
humanizing the environment.
Alternatives;.This leader would;
A-, cro what-could be done to make the group feel important and involved.

4

;' Raw, %
. New:3' i n 15

Old;3 '.14'..I H 15 a

%

'17
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41.

4

c
Total:6 , 30 .

B. emphasize the importancd of deadlines and tasks.
Rawf % -,

k 1:4 21Y- -f
Old:1 5

. ' k Total:5 .25 r
.

C. intentionally not intervene,

law. 1 %
:1* -11--

r 01d:0 ,
. 0

. : % Total:1 5 4
P. get involved in decfison-msking; but see that:objectives are met,

Rawf
t.' lii72 I Tr
.01d:6 30
lotal:8 -. 40.

Situation07: This leader is considering changing to a structure that willbe new to the group. Members fo the group have made suggestions aboutneeded change. The group liatAsen productive. and deMonstratedflexibilltyin its operations,

Alternatives: This leader would:
A. define the change and supervise carefully.

Am/
NØ5

.

Old:3 15
c

.
Totall8 40,

B. participate with the group in developing the change but allOw members toorganize the tmpleientation
. *

Rawl
11&72 Tr

-.01d:6 30
Total:8 , W

C. be willing to Mate changes as recoMiended, but maintain control of
Implementation,

Raw# %o
NAT3 . 73 ,

Old:1
. 5

Total:4 20 r
.

D. avoid confrontation; leove things alone. .'Y
..-

.Raiiii % I
f

. lira
Old;0
Total;0

Situationf8: Group performance and
Ofir 1

,

intergelso al relatiOni are good.This leader-feels somewhat unsure about 1 li!ck.of direction of thegroup.
.

Alternatives: This leader would;
.

.A. leave group alone.

Raw# .. %. thrir:2 IT i
01(1:0 , 04 .

.-Total:2 10
8., discuss the situation with the group and then he would initiate
necessary changes.

Rawl

,
I

"NV3 TE41,1:
Old;4 14 20
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, . Total :7

C, to li& steps to direct subordinates t Orkin in'a well-defined4ou 5

mann*,
Rata 1

t Old:5 25

Total:7 35.

D. he supporttve in dtscuss/ng the situation with the group but not

too direittro.'
id ,.,.../

vst-7 .
Old:1
Total:4 20

Situation 09: This leader has &en appointed by a superior to bead% task
forcethat-is far overdue in making requested recommendations for change,

The group is not clear on its goals. Attendance at sessions has beep

mr. Their Meetings have turned into social' gatherings. Potentially,

i they abve the talent necessary to help.
Alternatives: This leader would: .

A. let the group work out its.probloss. v ti. .

Rawl/ x%
liWit lr

..., Old:0 0

,
Total:0

but
0

-8.incorporate group recommendations, bUt see that objectives are met.
Raw# %

1074 Tr
Old:2 10

Total :0 30

CC redefine goals and supervise carefully.
Rwai

%

? MO 'fit
Old ;6 30

. Total:9 45 .

D. allow grolip involVement in setting goals but would not .push, .

Rawl , % .

mT3 Tr
Old:2 10

.Total:5 25 ,

ahle_tatha 0tlISitu1-Suhordinates,_tasanyAtiovrespoinibilitya l, are not

.71EiOilkaTh§-to-the leader's recent redefining of standafds.

Alternatives: This leader would:
)

,
A. allow Obvp involvement in redefining standards, but would not take

control.
Raw. s.

Old:0 0

Total :2 10.

15
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.e

B: redefine, standards and supervise carefully.
Rawi %

0/d:6 30
Total :14 .-. 70

C.avoid confrontation by not applying pressure:ieave
the situation alone.

'Rawl/

im70
0

Total:0. 0
D. incorplWate giioupfecoronendations, but see that new standards are met.

It

Rawl
WiTO
Old:4- 20
Total s4 20,

Situation Ill: This leader has been promoted to a new position. Theprevious manager was uninvolved in'the affairs of the group. The grouphas adequately handled its tasks and direction. Group interrelationsare good;

Alternatives: This leader' would;
A. 'take keeps to direct subordinates toward working in a well-definedmanner.

Raiff

wial3 13".
OldsZ 10
Utah§ 25

8, involve subordinates in decisTah-making and reinforce good contributions.

TS"'
Mdf4 20
Total ;7 35

C. discuss l past performance with'group and then examine the need for newpractices.

Raw/
TWT2
Old:4
Total

D. continue to leave the group alone.

Tr
20
30

Raw# %
NiiT2 Tr
Old:0 0
Total:2 10

Situation f12:Recent information Indicates some intaal difficulties amongsubordinites, the group has a remarkable record of accomplishment. Membershave effectively maintained long-range goals. They ahve worked in harmony forthe past year: All are well .qualified for'the task. , f

Alternatives: This leader would:-
A. try out his solution with subordinates and examine the need for new practices.

'.jr
I/ . .

is.

:3

Total:4
B.allow group members to work it out

Rai,

Old:4
Total:5

Tr"
5

20

themselves.

75"
20
25 16
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C. act quickly and firmly to correct and redirect.
lbw/ I
Wi:2 . Ta-
Old:2 -. 10 ,

Total:4 20
D. participates in probTen discussfon while providing support

.
. AMI ., %

Me4 , IF
01/0 '15. 4

Total:7 35

r subordinates.

The survey questions were. Completed and returned in a basket in the'
supervisor's. office at the leisure of emcb tutor. Some forte were turned
in at the sine tine.

I

17
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By compiling and socring the data for new and old employees,

the results are as follows,

I' In terms of style,-52 responses of new tutors and 42 responses

of old tutors indicate the leader is charaoterized by high task/low

relationship. 29 response iof new tutors and 42 reSpopises of old tutors

Indliafe that the leader's style .is characterized by high relationship/

,low task. % responses of new tutors and 4 respAtes of old tutors .*

show a style characterizedAy low relatfOnship/low task.

men scoring for style adaptability, the survey reveals thai new

tutors gave the leader a total of +25 in the effective leadershiOmension.

Old tutors gave. the supervisor/leader-a score of +83 in the effective

leadership dimension. These results indicate that old tutors perceive

the supervisor/leaderti style as more effective than new tutors.

The supervisor's scores reveal a high task/high relationship

-oscore which is consistent with the view and scores of the old tutors.

Thi Scores of the supervis9i are within the "selling" (S2) quadrant

of effective's4yles. This style is consistent andtappropriate for

the college students the supervisor/leader works with. It should be

noted that all tutors are trained by the supervisor/leaderfor one

hour weekly sessions each Wednesday afternoon. Training sessions cons 't

of a theoretical presentation,,student involvement (roleeplaying,

psychodrama, group non-verbal and verbal exercises, etc.) and

feedback. The sessions, no doubt, contributed to the scores.

VI-. Conclusions

Uypothessis #1: Accepted

There is a difference in the evaluation of the supervisor by new

versus old tutors.
vie

18 #
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Hypothesis #2: Accepted.
,

The supervisor's self-evaluation is mre consistent with the old

employee's evaluations than 'with the new tutor's evaluations. That is,

in relationships that have been developed over time, the tutor's view.

of the supervisor/leadqr is more consistent with the supervisor's view

of herself than the perception of the supervisor inlnewsupervisor-

tutor relationships.

The scores support the notion that the view of

herself and the perceptions of tutors who know her better are more con.

t,sistent. New tutors who had, at

undergone ten hours of extensive

other positive Interactions wt

effective: pn alternative. ite:t

the time of the administAition

training Lone hour per week) and

the supervisor perceived her as

where 'confrontation" was mentioded

all tutors perceived the le*r as able and willing to confront. The

writer was amused at just how well the tutors know her.

Supervisonevaluation can he a valuable asset for program develop.

meet. Feedback from tutors or teachers or other employees, is a valuable

asset because it allows us to test out communicative processes. Evaluation

can be used for self - growth as supervisors/leaders strive-to improve:
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EXHIBIT 3 Organizational and Performance Characteristics of'Different ManagementSystems Based on a Comparative Analysis
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EXHIBIT 3 Organizational and Performance Characteristics of Different Management
Systems Based on a Comparative Analysis (Continued}
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EXHIBIT 3 Organizational and Performance Characteristics of Different Management
Systems Based on a Comparative Analysis (Continued)
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